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The realization of double covers of nonsolvable groups as Galois groups 
was given a new spurt by a formula of Serre [IO] which relates t 
obstruction to the embedding problem 
to the Witt invariant of a trace form. Here S; is one of the double covers 
of the symmetric group S,. Using this, Villia [ 151 has realized the 
cover A,, of the alternating group A, over Q(t) (and hence over the r 
combers Q) for most n z 0, 1,2,3 (mod 8), ~13 8, and Feit [2] has realize 
zs and 2, over every number field as well as d, over Q for n G 3 (mod 4). 
Prior to Serre’s formula in [lo], nonsolvable A”, had been realized over 
Q only for y1= 5 [ 121. Bayer, Llorente, and Vi I] have recently realized 
the double cover fi,, of the Mathieu group 2 over (2. Sonn in [13-J 
~~e~ti~e~ the obstruction to the double cover , and then realized both 
do~b~e covers of S, as Calois groups over ail ~urnbe~ fields, again usi 
r-e’s formula. As a consequence of Sonn’s onstructio~$~ ail ~robe~~a~~ 
ups are Calois groups over all number fiel 
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In this paper, we consider trinomials “with linear term” 
xn + ax + b E Q[x] for n 3 4, and ask for a splitting field with Galois group 
S, which is embeddable into a Galois extension of Q whose Galois group is 
a double cover of S,. 
We recall briefly the double covers of S, (see [9]). S, has a standard 
presentation with generators tl, t,, . . . . t,_ r (ti is the transposition (i, i + 1)) 
and relations 
t; = 1, i=l ) . ..) n - 1 
ttiti+ 113 = l, i = 1, . . . . n - 2 
titj= tjti, i = 1, . . . . n - 2, j>i+2. 
The corresponding presentation for S,+ : there are generators a, 
Xl 9 . . . . x,- 1, and relations a*= 1, $=a(1 <i<n- l), (x~x~+~)~= 1 
(l<i<n-2), xix,=uxjxi (l<i<n-2,jai+2). 
The presentation for S; : generators b, y,, . . . . y, ~ i and relations b* = 1, 
yf= 1 (1 <i<n- l), (yiyi+,)3=1(1~i~yt-2), byi=yib(l<i<n-1), 
yiyj=by,yj (l<i<n-2,j>i+2). 
Our first result is: 
THEOREM A. Let n be a positive integer 24. 
(a) If n = 0, 1, 2, or 3 (mod 8), then both S,+ and S; are realizable us 
Gulois groups over every number field. 
(b) Ifn = 4 or 5 (mod 8), then S; is realizable as a Gulois group over 
every number field. 
(c) If n = 6 or I (mod 8), then S,+ is realizable as a Galois group over 
every number field. 
For the above, our technique is to realize these groups infinitely often 
over Q by a sequence of fields which are linearly disjoint, and then 
conclude that they are realized over any number field. In all cases, 
the realizations are obtained by finding trinomials with linear term 
xn + ax + b E Q[x] whose splitting field is an S,-extension which is embed- 
dable into an ST- or S;-extension. The cases not covered by (a), (b), (c) 
cannot be done by this method: if n E 4 or 5 (mod 8), we show that for any 
polynomial with linear term xn + ax + b E Q[x] whose splitting field is an 
S,-extension of Q, this extension cannot be embedded into an S,+-extension 
of Q. The same holds for n = 6 or 7 (mod 8) and S;. 
The proof of Theorem A uses Serre’s formula and its twist [lo, 131, 
together with Serre’s computation of the Witt invariant of xn+ux+ b 
[lOI. 
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We give two proofs of Theorem A. The first uses a theorem of 
C;addis [.3] and the second, more effective proof. shows that the trinomial 
.Y” + U~.Y $ (12 - 1) t can always bc specialized to serve for Thcorcm A. 
1. SItKKE’S ~OKM11:LA 
Let C/ be a nondegcnerate quadratic form in n variables over a field K of 
characteristic # 2. For II? h E K*, ( a. h) denotes the gencraiized quaternion 
algebra gcncrated by u, c over K and satisfying z2 = (I, 1:’ = h, UC = - 1.11. WC 
set (~1, h) for the class of (u, h) in the Brauer group Br(K). Then the Witt 
invariant I’m of (1 is dehned by 
where ~‘cr,.uf+... + a,,.~,: in diagonalized form. 
Let .v,; (rcsp. s,, ) E H’(S,,, Z/22) = H’(S,,) denote the cohomology class 
corresponding to S,: (resp. S,, ) as a group extension of S,, by Zi2Z. Let 
G, denote the absolute C;alois group of K, and let P: G, + S,, be a con- 
tinuous homomorphism. Let P* : I{“( S,,) + H’(G,) z Br,( K)( = clcments 
annihilated by 2 in Br(K)) bc the induced map. Let J(X) E K[sj be 
a separable irreducible polynomial oi degree n, E = K[x]/‘(,j‘(x)). 
C{,.(X) = tr, h(.~Z), XE E, the trace quadratic form on E. Let ciL:e K*/K*’ be 
the discriminant of E and L 3 E the splitting field of ,f’(.u), G = G( 1,/K). 
0: G, + G(L:K) cl S,, the restriction map. 
THEOR~:M 1. (a) ~‘~(q,,) = e*(s,, ) + (2. cl,)[ 10, p. 6551. 
(b) ~~,(y,)=e*(.s,,! )+ (-2, [II:) [13, Theorem I]. 
l-‘ollowing [lo]. we have stated Theorem 1 with additive notation. We 
later switch to multiplicative notation. 
Let I + .;i + I/ -+’ G + 1 be a group extension, A abelian, If finite. 
If (1: G, -G is a continuous epimorphism and CE H*(G, A) is the 
cohomology class corresponding to the given group extension. then 
C”(C) = 0 if and only if P can be lifted to a (continuous) homomorphism 
,q: G, 4 If so that .f“s = e [S]. Thus, in the case A = Zi2Z. the obstruction 
c>*(.s,i ) can be computed by the formula 
e*(s,’ ) = w*(y,;) + ( T 2. d,;) 
provided one can compute the right hand side. 
Note also that in this case g is necessarily surjective since the groun 
extensions .S,: arc nontrivial. 
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In what follows we will also, need the local decomposition of Br(Q), i.e., 
the fundamental exact sequence [7, p. 2771 
0 -+ JWQ) + 0 WQ), --f Q/Z--f 0, 
where p runs through the rational primes and co. From this we have the 
exact sequence 
0 --f Br,(Q) + @ Br,(Q,) -, l/2 Z/Z -+ 0 
c + (C,)> cEBr(Q) 
(4 b) -+ ((4 Up), a, bEQ*. 
Here (a, b), can be identified with the local quadratic norm residue symbol. 
2. TRINOMIALS WITH LINEAR TERM 
Let f(x) = 9 + ax + b be irreducible in Q[x], n > 2, E = Q[x]/(f(x)), 
qE the trace form on E. From now on Br(Q) will be written as a 
multiplicative group. 
LEMMA 1 (Serre [lo], Prop. 7). (a) Ifn = 4m or 4m + 1, then w,(q,) = 
(-4m, d)(-1, -1)“. 
(b) Ifn=4m+2 or 4m+3, then w2(qE)=(4m+2, -d)(-1, -l)“, 
where d = d, = discriminant of E. 
COROLLARY (Serre [lo]). (a) rf n=4m or 4m+ 1, then e*(s;)= 
(-2m,d)(-1, -1)“. If n=4m+2 or 4m+3, then e*(s;)=(2m+l, 
-d)( - 1, - 1)“. 
(b) If n =4m or 4m + 1, - then e*(s,+)= (2m, d)( - 1, - 1)“. Zf 
n=4m+2 or 4m+3, then e*(s,‘)=(-2m-1, -d)(-1, -l)m+l. 
ProoJ: (a) is the Corollary to Proposition 7 in [lo]. For (b), use 
Lemma 1 and Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem A. We first dispense with the negative assertions 
indicated after the statement of Theorem A. If II = 6 or 7 (mod 8), then the 
Corollary shows that e*(s;), # 1. Similarly, if n E 4 or 5 (mod 8), then 
e*(s,i), # 1. Thus no constructions are possible in these cases using 
trinomials with linear term. 
We will now prove in all other cases that there are infinitely many 
choices for a, b such that x” + ax + b has Galois group S, over Q and 
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e*(s’) = 1, and in addition, these splitting fields are linearly disjoint 
over Q. 
BPOOJ 1. We use a theorem of Gaddis [?I, Theorem 2.71: let d # f 1, 
dE Q*, d4 Q*2, n > 2. Then there exists a, b E Q such that xn + a 
Galois group S, and discriminant d (mod Q*2). By Gaddis’ th 
suffices to prove that in all relevant cases there exist i~~~ite~y many d, say 
di) d,, . . . . d,, . . . . such that for each i there is a prime di ng di but not 
d,, . . . . dj 1. This will make the quadratic extensions of ~~-e~t~nsio~s 
hnearly disjoint, so the S,-extensions and &“-extensions will be likewise 
disjoint 
Consider, for example, the case n = 4m or 4m + 1, so e”(s;) = 
( -2m, d)( - 1, - 1)“. If m is even then d can be chosen to be an 
which ompletely in Q(G). If m is odd, then -2m 
-2m4 = real numbers), so by Ill, p. 241 there exists df 
so that ( - 2m, d) = ( - 1, - 1). To get infinitely many such d, rnu~ti~~~7 d by
hich splits completely in Q(G). 
er cases are proved similarly. 
Proof 2. e now give a second more explicit proof; we will show 
that a and b may be chosen linear in a parameter t in the form a =~lt, 
b = (n - 1) t. In this case 
d = discriminant of xn + ax + b 
=(-I) n(n~l)/2nn~~-l+(_~)(“-l)(“-2)!2(n_~)A~1an 
,(-l)WW2)/2 nyn- y-l t”-‘((-I)“--‘+t), 
where x-y in Q* if and only if x/y E Qe2. 
If n is odd, then 
d-(-l)““-‘%r(l+t) 
which is linear in t. 
If IZ is even, then 
which is linear in l/t. 
e now show that t can be chosen so that the Galois group off(x) is S, 
and the obstruction e*(si) vanishes in each of tbe cases listed in 
Theorem A. We will need the following two lemmas. 
hMMA 2. xn & ntx + (n - 1) t has Galois group s, over the ~~t~o~~~ 
function field Q(t). 
481!116.‘1-17 
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Prooj The poiynomial f(x, t) = x”-~(x - (n/(~ - 1))) + (l/n - 1)) t 
has Galois group S, over Q(t) [6, Theorem 6.21 for n > 3. Then 
(n - 1) txy-( l/x, l/t) = x” - ntx + (n - 1) t has Galois group S, over Q(l). 
The variations in signs are now easy to obtain. (The cases n = 1 and 2 are 
trivial.) 
LEMMA 3. Let F(x, t) E Q[x, t] be a polynomial of degree N in x having 
Galois group S, over Q(t). Then there exists an arithmetic progression 
{t, + yN: y E 2) with g.c.d.(N, n(n - 1)) = 1 such that J’(x, t,, + yN) has 
GaEois group S, for all y E Z. N can also be chosen relatively prime to any 
fixed integer M. 
Proof By Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem, there is a tOEZ such that 
F(x, to) has Galois group S, over Q. Let K be its splitting field. By 
Chebotarev’s density theorem, there exists a prime q1 > n unramified in K 
whose divisors have an n-cycle as their Frobenius. Similarly, there are 
primes q2, q3 > n having an ra - l-cycle and a transposition as their 
Frobenius. It follows that 4x, to) is irreducible (mod q,), has irreducible 
factors of degree n - 1 and l(mod q2), and factors (mod q3) into a product 
of an irreducible quadratic and n- 2 distinct linear factors. If we set 
N= q1 q2 q3, then for tl = to + yN, y E Z arbitrary, &x, tl) = F(x, to) 
(mod qi) for i= 1,2, 3, and therefore has Galois group S, over Q. 
Case 1. n odd. Then 
d-(-l)(“-‘)/*n(l+t)=&n(l+t) 
e*(s,i) = (r, I’d) or (r, &d)( - 1, - l), 
where r= f2m or &(2m+l), m=[t?/4], and E, E’= &-1. If 
e*(s:) = (r, E’d), set u = 1. If e*(s”) = (p., E’d)( - 1, - l), we check in each 
case that r$Q: and r#R , *2 hence by [ll, p. 24 J there exists UE Q* such 
that (r, U) = (- 1, - 1). Let A4 be the product of the primes dividing all 
possible values of r above. Let t, be (as in Lemma 3) a value of t such that 
the Galois group off(x) = x’* -t ntx + (n - 1) t is S,. Choose N in Lemma 3 
so that N is relatively prime to Mnu(l + to). There exist infinitely many 
primes p satisfying 
p = 1 (mod 8M) 
The second congruence yields 
to=%-- 1 (mod N), 
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so setting 
gives t zz t, (mod N), guaranteeing the Galois group is S,, and EE’~( 1+ f) = 
PM = I’d. The condition p E 1 (mod 8M) implies t at p splits completely i
Q(J), so (r, p) = 1. Hence e*(sz) = (r, E’A)= (r, tip) = 1 or e*(s’) = 
(r, dd)( - 1, - 1) = (7, uy )( - 1, - 1) = 1. l[n addition, E’$ = pu yields i~~~it~~y 
many ~i~ca~~y disjoint extensions. 
Case 2. n even. Then 
d-(-1)“‘2(n-1)t(t-l)-(-f)“‘2(n-l)(J--(1/1) 
= ( - 1 )n’2 (n - 1 )(l + t’), 
where t’ = - l/t. The proof proceeds as in Case 1. d- s(n - I )(I i- r’) and 
e*(s’) = (r, dd) or (r, ~‘d)(-- 1, -I), 6, E’ = i 1. Choose U, 9 t, as in 
Case 1, tb = -l/t,, N as in Lemma 3 so that 1‘6 is prime to 
M(n - I ) u( i + tj). There are infinitely many primes p satisfying 
p z 1 (mod 8M) 
ix’fn - 1 )(t + t;> 
pEi 
24 
Now setting t’= [pu/(ee’(~ - 1))] - 1 (c~oos~~~ p so tlmat ’ $ 
t’ 55 r; (mod N), t = r,(mod N), so the GaBois groin is 
up = ~~~(92 - I)( 1 + t’) = .s’d, which yields i~~~ite~y many linea 
S,-extensions of Q with e*(st ) = 1. 
Remarks. The proof above can be made effective. The value t, 
exists by Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem is ~robabi~ist~ca~~y easy to 
and the modulus N is computed from ~hebotarev9s density theorem, which 
can be made effective by the results of ~d~y~ko-Laga~as. As an ~~arn~~e~ 
when n = 5 and t = - 6/5, the polynomial 5x5 - 30x - 24 has Galois group 
S, and e*(s;)= 1. Here d- - 1, so we have an exa~~~~ of an SC- 
extension containing fi. We remark also that the missing cases in 
Therem A can be addressed by other polynomials. It can be shown that the 
generalized L.aguerre polynomial for n = 6 with 1= 1 and p = 1 (Fxx 
[2,12] for de~nition) has Galois group S, and e”(q) = I, so SC can be 
realized as a Galois group over Q. 
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